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2014
PSU faculty union votes to strike
PSU, faculty clash over break in talks
PSU calls foul on union demand  
PSU offers more pay, hoping to avert strike
PSU accused of labor violation
PSU strike averted, now on to logistics
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Stakeholder Buy-In Student Involvement
Address Elephants
Willingness to Try
Process Agreements
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• Maximize individual gain
• Competitive orientation
• Extreme offers
• Limited information 
sharing
• Controlled communication
• Use of pressure/power 
based tactics
• Maximize joint gains
• Learning focus
• Full disclosure of relevant 
information
• Jointly explore and invent 
options to satisfy mutual 
interests
• Avoid contests of will
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What’s the best 
way of negotiating 
amicably without 
giving in?
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7Principled 
Approach
Understand 
before Solving
Generate 
Options
Address 
differences 
constructively
Reach 
Gradual 
Consensus
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1.  Frame the Issue
2. Exchange Data
3.  Identify Interests
4.  Invent Options
5.  Evaluate Options
6. Formulate Solution
7.  Closure
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Useful 
Technology
• Mind Mapping 
Software 
(XMind)
• Google Shared 
Drive 
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12
Generate 
and 
post options 
for each 
economic issue
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Individuals and 
groups work 
simultaneously
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Build Tentative Agreements
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Complex, Data Intensive Issues
Shared Focus, Knowledge, Experience
Usefulness of IBB in Higher Education
Need for Collaboration
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Sabbatical Interests
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Sabbatical Options
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one 
term
85%
No 
Change
two 
term
75% 80%
three 
term
60% 75%
Sabbatical Pay as a Percentage of Base Salary
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Step 1:  
Framing
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Step 2:  Data
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Step 3:  Interests on a Subpart of NTTF Issue
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Step 4:  Options
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Step 5:  
Evaluation
Weighing 
Options 
Against 
the 
Interests
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Final Steps:  Proposed Solutions and Consensus 
Based Tentative Agreement
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• Relationships
• Culture
• Ongoing 
Negotiations
• Organizational 
Communication
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